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Abstract—Here we present the design, modeling, and fabrication of a 2g mobile robot. By applying principles from biology and existing meso-scale fabrication techniques, a 5.7cm hexapod robot with sprawled posture has been created, and is capable of locomotion up to 4 body-lengths per second using the alternating tripod gait at 20Hz actuation frequency. Furthermore, this work proves the viability of a new mechanical linkage design, fabricated using the smart composite microstructure process, to provide desirable leg trajectories for successful ambulation at the insect-scale.

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous mobile robots are a desirable alternative to sending humans into hazardous environments such as areas affected by natural disaster. Small and agile robots would be invaluable in scenarios such as exploration of a collapsed building, where they could provide reconnaissance to rescue workers including survivor locations and chemical toxicity levels. Furthermore, in these missions, large numbers of agile robots using swarm algorithms would be preferred over larger robots for their efficiency and cost.

While developing small walking robots, it is useful to study animal locomotion at the same scale, where we find a number of nature’s most agile runners. One example, the cockroach (order Blattaria), is capable of high-speed locomotion up to 40 body-lengths per second [1], stable rapid running over rough terrain [2], and can scale vertical or inverted surfaces [3]. Two fundamental hexapod characteristics contributing to the cockroach’s locomotion prowess are a sprawled posture [4] and alternating tripod gait [1], [5], [6], which therefore have applications in ambulatory microrobots. Proof of this lies in the numerous successful applications of these principles in hexapod robots that achieve robust locomotion over a variety of terrains: RoACH [7], DASH [8], RHex [9], Mini-Whegs [10], iSprawl [11], and Sprawlita [12].

Multiple challenging locomotion modes (i.e. climbing vertical and inverted surfaces), are favorable at smaller scales; as characteristic length decreases, surface (adhesion) forces begin to dominate volumetric (inertial) forces [13]. Previous work proved the feasibility of fabricating a crawling insect-scale robot capable of forward locomotion on flat ground [14], and the results motivated multiple improvements in design, fabrication, and actuation which are presented here. By applying the above principles from biology and utilizing the smart composite microstructure (SCM) fabrication process, the second Harvard Ambulatory MicroRobot (HAMR²) was created. The results are a 5.7cm long and 2g robot, capable of tethered locomotion up to 4 body-lengths per second.

Here, the detailed robot design will be presented, highlighting the conceptualization and analysis of a new flexure-based linkage, actuator selection, and mechanical/electrical integration. The meso-scale fabrication techniques used to instantiate an insect-scale walking robot are also discussed. Finally, the resulting locomotion capabilities are presented, along with current and future work towards a highly-agile, autonomous, insect-scale hexapod robot.

II. ROBOT DESIGN

The goal of this work was to address necessary improvements in locomotion performance and fabrication difficulty of a centimeter-scale robot capable of flat ground locomotion. Design choices were made considering their implications to future work as well, including scalability and enablement of more challenging locomotion modes (e.g. rough terrain and climbing). Consistent with cockroaches, the robot was designed with a sprawled posture to favor dynamic stability and climbing ability by maintaining center-of-mass (COM) close to the walking surface [15]. Similar to the central pattern generator in cockroaches, the robot walks open-loop using the alternating tripod gait.

Fig. 1. The second generation Harvard Ambulatory MicroRobot.

When considering the heavy cost (i.e. increased size, power consumption, and fabrication complexity) that is incurred per additional actuator, a minimalist approach to the mechanical design of a hexapod microrobot is preferable. HAMR² therefore has six total actuators, grouped in pairs on three identical segments. Each segment is comprised of
all components necessary to drive two contralateral legs, and are modular to decrease fabrication difficulty, as will be discussed in Section III. The mechanics and electronics of the three segments are integrated by a single body, detailed in Section II-C.

A. Mechanical Design

A minimum of two degrees of freedom per leg, ‘lift’ and ‘swing’, are required to achieve the desired alternating tripod gait. The lift degree of freedom, labeled $\theta$, provides motion orthogonal to the walking plane, serving to raise legs belonging to the inactive tripod off of the walking surface. The swing degree of freedom, $\phi$, provides motion in the walking plane and is the primary vector by which locomotive power is applied. Furthermore, the ideal leg mechanism minimizes actuation complexity while concentrating mass proximal to the body. To achieve these design goals using flexure joints consistent with the SCM fabrication process (Section III), a new spherical five-bar (SFB) linkage was created.

The SFB maps two decoupled drive inputs to a 2DOF output leg motion (See Fig. 2). The SFB is a parallel mechanism with both input links executing simple rotations with respect to the linkage ground. Since all actuation is simply referenced to the robotic body, actuation mass can be proximally concentrated. This mass distribution enabled by the parallel SFB is a distinct improvement over previous designs which required actuation of distal links of a serial kinematic chain [14].

From the neutral configuration, actuation of the swing input causes a rotation of the output leg about an axis perpendicular to the walking plane through the SFB spherical center. The foot executes an arc in the walking plane, a departure from ideal linear motion, due to the inherent SFB kinematics and undesirable compliance within the flexure-based transmission. Independent of leg swing angle, actuation of the lift input causes an output leg rotation about an axis in the walking plane perpendicular to the leg and through the SFB spherical center.

The two inputs to the SFB are largely decoupled, providing independent control of lift and swing angles. Fig. 3 compares the ideal decoupled leg trajectory with that realized by the SFB. The decoupled leg motion results in a simple mapping between actuation inputs and leg orientation, simplifying control system design.

Furthermore, inputs to multiple SFB’s referenced to the body can be mechanically coupled by simple planar linkages to greatly reduce actuation complexity. In HAMR$^2$, a SFB drives each of the six legs, providing twelve nominal actuation inputs. However, the alternating tripod gait may be achieved with a minimum two linear actuators as in RoACH [7]. Here, a modular design is used to reduce fabrication complexity (see Section II-C), and therefore pairs of lift and swing inputs are coupled across the body: lifting one leg lowers the contralateral leg, while an anterior swing of one leg is coupled to a posterior swing of the contralateral leg. The contralateral coupling reduces the twelve degrees of freedom to six, allowing an alternating tripod gait to be achieved with six actuators.

![Fig. 2: The spherical five-bar (SFB) linkage used to drive two leg DOFs, $\theta$ (lift) and $\phi$ (swing).](image)

![Fig. 3: SFB linkage coupling curve. Theoretically, the SFB follows close to an ideal (rectangular, decoupled) trajectory. The example experimental trajectory is repeatable for a single leg, however deviates from nominal due to fabrication error and undesired compliances.](image)

B. Actuation

To drive the SFB transmissions, HAMR$^2$ uses six piezoelectric actuators, chosen over alternatives such as shape memory alloy and DC motors since they are favorable in several measurable categories: bandwidth, power density, and force output. One could argue that DC motors have similar, if not better characteristics in these regards, however qualities such as scalability and ease of integration into the preferred fabrication technique further motivate the selection of piezoelectrics. Taking advantage of existing modeling, design, and fabrication techniques for a piezoelectric actuator, an optimal energy density cantilever geometry [16] was chosen to minimize actuator mass for given force and displacement requirements, thereby reducing the energy necessary for locomotion. Furthermore, the bimorph actuator, with PZT-5H
piezoelectric layers (Piezo Systems Inc. www.piezo.com) and a single carbon fiber elastic layer, has been proven suitable for microrobot applications [17], [18], and is easily integrated into the fabrication process described in Section III.

Two actuators for a contralaterally-coupled SFB pair are mounted orthogonally using the structure shown in Fig. 4a. The structure provides a rigid mechanical ground while locating actuators low and proximal to the body, favoring stability and efficiency. Actuator outputs are mapped to the SFB using planar linkages shown in Fig. 4b (along with an unfolded actuator mount). The full lift and swing drivetrain kinematics, including planar input linkages and decoupled SFB DOFs, are detailed in Fig. 5.

C. Integration and Electronics

HAMR2’s three identical segments are integrated by a single body, which provides both a mechanical ground and electrical bus to trace actuator signals from off-board power and control (See Fig. 4c). The body, fabricated using techniques consistent with the SCM process in Section III, is six laminated fiber composite layers, each having fiber orientation orthogonal to the subsequent layer, providing a rigid mechanical ground. The top three layers are patterned with slots, such that each of the three segments fits perfectly into the body, and no manual alignment is necessary. This feature of modularity also decreases the tedium normally associated with fabrication, since a single failure only affects one third of the robot, and damaged sections may be removed for debugging.

A flex circuit bus bonded to the body traces externally-generated drive signals from wires, attached at the robot’s anterior, to the piezoelectric actuators. This integrated circuitry, the fabrication of which is described in Section III, is a vast improvement from previous work, where wires protruding from multiple directions obstructed locomotion. Furthermore, the onboard bus should be capable of housing embedded components such as piezoelectric drive circuitry [19] in future work.

D. Parameter Selection

Robot parameters were selected by integrating models of hexapod locomotion, SFB kinematics, and piezoelectric bimorph actuators. Numerous mathematical models exist in literature [20] that form a basis for selecting appropriate inputs and body morphology parameters for insect-scale hexapod locomotion. However, the simplest of these models [21], which deals exclusively with the horizontal (walking) plane, requires a total of two actuators per leg, even when neglecting the lift DOF. While this model accurately predicts cockroach behavior it would be a gross overuse of actuators for a microrobot. Therefore, a similar, but simpler model was constructed such that each leg is actuated by a single torque at its hip joint. The model was used to obtain a conservative
estimate of the necessary hip-torque inputs to achieve the desired locomotion of a hexapod robot.

Decoupled horizontal and vertical plane kinematic models of the SFB (See Fig. 5) were created, assuming swing and lift DOFs are sufficiently decoupled. The swing plane model quasi-statically maps hip torque approximations from horizontal-plane dynamics to the actuator output, ensuring actuator force and displacement outputs sufficient for locomotion. Similarly, lift plane kinematics ensure that actuator outputs are sufficient to lift the robot. An existing actuator model [16] was used to determine geometric parameters for an energy density-optimizing piezoelectric cantilever, using conservative estimates of necessary actuator outputs obtained from the dynamic and kinematic models. The results of this analysis yielded HAMR²’s design parameters, summarized in Table I.

III. FABRICATION

HAMR²’s SCM parts were fabricated using the process detailed in [22], with improvements to increase mechanism robustness. The spherical joint, composed of five planar flexures, requires all joint axes to intersect at a point to be nonsingular. Therefore, each SFB must be generated as a single SCM part to eliminate the human error associated with manually aligning and mating multiple parts. As shown in Fig. 4d, the unfolded SFB has primary link axes in multiple directions and would benefit from orthotropic material properties. However, typical SCM parts use single-layer composites, and cut files are designed to account for a single fiber orientation. An addition to the existing fabrication process uses two-layer composites with orthogonal fiber orientations, providing the requisite rigidity to all links. The SCM fabrication process using orthotropic links is detailed in Fig. 6.

Compliant leg structures for a microrobot are an ongoing research topic, and therefore were not included in this work. Here, legs were fabricated similarly to the body, using a six-layer composite to prevent buckling under the robot’s weight.

Copper-Kapton laminate flex circuits, which trace externally-generated signals to HAMR²’s actuators, were created and easily integrated using the same diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS) laser micromachining system as the SCM process. A lithography process was developed that runs the DPSS laser at low power to selectively ablate spun photore sist without damaging the underlying metal. The remaining processing steps require a copper wet etch, resist strip, and subsequent release of the flex circuits from their processing substrate. The resulting flex circuits, shown in Fig. 4c, have copper traces as small as 200 µm, but trace widths on the order of 10 µm have been achieved. The total fabrication time for a single robot (part generation and manual assembly), is roughly one week.

IV. RESULTS

The resulting robot, HAMR², has physical specifications summarized in Table I. Drive signals are generated and interfaced with a high-voltage power supply using Simulink and xPc target system (Mathworks). 200 V peak-to-peak ramped square wave inputs were chosen to maximize joint torques during each step while preventing potential actuator mechanical failure. In testing the alternating tripod gait, four distinct input signals were used for the six actuators: anterior / posterior swing, center swing, anterior / posterior lift, and center lift.

Using 2D motion capture software, leg trajectories were tracked in air (See Fig. 7). Furthermore, the robot was tested on flat ground up to 20 Hz actuator frequency. Fig. 8 shows straight walking at 20 Hz, at which a maximum speed of 4 body-lengths per second (22.8 cm/s) was achieved. Fig. 9 summarizes the results at all tested actuator frequencies. The positive slope of these results suggest that the robot’s maximum speed has not been determined, and should con-
An estimated total average power was obtained by measuring individual actuator power in air. Using these values and speed measurements, a cost of transport (COT) metric (measured in energy/mass/distance) was obtained and is summarized in Fig. 10. The reported values are likely an overestimate since the power was measured in air, and more precise COT measurements are a subject of ongoing work. The resulting trend suggests that an optimal actuator frequency exists to minimize power consumption during locomotion, and will be explored in future work. Furthermore, Table II compares the estimated cost of transport to those obtained for other walking robots, as published in [8]. The comparison shows that HAMR$^2$’s COT is significantly larger than existing walking robots, motivating attention to efficiency in future designs.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

HAMR$^2$ runs up to 4 body-lengths per second at actuation frequencies up to 20Hz, proving the viability of creating an insect-scale hexapod robot capable of high-speed locomotion. All chosen fabrication techniques and physical components are scalable such that future iterations could be smaller. This work also proves that the biologically-inspired alternating tripod gait is achievable using the SFB linkage and chosen leg-coupling constraints.

Current work includes improved robustness, decreased fabrication time, intelligently-designed biomimetic leg structures, and integrated high-voltage electronics. In HAMR$^2$, locomotion capabilities were tested to catastrophic failure within the electronics: PZT mechanical failure induced by shorting across flex circuit traces. This issue, related to circuit trace proximity (dielectric breakdown) and environmental exposure, will be addressed in future iterations. Fabrication time exacerbates the problems of robot failure, and therefore the SCM process is constantly evolving to promote parallelization and reduce manual steps.

With a more robust device and more streamlined fabrication process, additional tests will further identify the design’s locomotion capabilities. This includes turning, high-speed locomotion, and more rigorous COT measurements. Furthermore, high-speed videography will be utilized for the characterization of walking modes (i.e. quasi-static vs. dynamic) and inform future modeling efforts.

Leg compliance and damping, which simplifies stride-level control in running [2] and climbing [15], will be a feature of future designs. Utilizing a combination of micro- and meso-scale fabrication processes, millimeter-scale robotic legs with tuned compliance will be developed. For desirable foot-ground interaction on flat and vertical surfaces, various adhesion mechanisms will be explored, including those that enable vertical locomotion such as spines [23], [15] and adhesive elastomers [24], [25]. Integration of appropriate attachment technologies into a millimeter-scale robotic leg will enable locomotion on a wide range of vertical surfaces.

Integration of piezoelectric drive circuitry into a micro-robotic fly is a topic of current work [19], and will be...
applied to an ambulatory robot when available. Existing fabrication techniques to embed discrete components into flex circuits will be used to provide future versions with onboard power and drive circuitry. A rough estimate of additional electronic component mass based on commercially available components totals 260mg (50mg static weight and 35mg per actuator) [26]. Onboard circuitry will provide the necessary autonomy and increased locomotion performance by eliminating external wiring.
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